
Script: Golden Gang, first storyline, The Beginning.

Part one: A continuation of the end of the end:

Page 1: Title page
Text:
Then the skies rupture
Then the land is pillaged (raised)
And then begins the book of 13 gods
Then come the great flooding of the Earth
Then rises the great Itzam Cab'ain, the end of the world
Katun's fold.
It is a deluge that is the end of the world of Katun.

Pages 2-3, full spread.
Text: Bhopal, August 29th 2012.
Text: Golden Gang came here, to India inorder to stop the end of the world. Supported by the 
United Nations they have fought criminals and injustice but none of their previous cases have been 
anything like this. Despite having trained their entire careers for this they now lay fallen, 
unconscious, hurt or dead.

Text: But they knew how hopeless the situation was and hade a backup plan put in motion. This 
however is the end. Earth's oceans boil violently and coastal areas sink as they are battered by flood 
after flood as the polar ice caps have melted. Volcanous have erupted along the continental divides 
and they pour ash into the skies that block the sun's rays.

Text: So this is the end, but let's go back to the beginning instead.

Page 4:
Text: 240 years before our reckning, Peru.
For 200 years the Chavi indians' schamans have been coming here to the caves of X'leran. With the 
help of hallucinatory plants peer into the spirit world and recieve guidance for the future.
A man sits meditating when a man of silver appears, holding a crystal bowl.
-Schaman. I come from the future with a warning. This crystal ball will show you what uyou need 
to know. It all starts with the fall of Hat'l Aandiis.

Text: Many years later.
What once was the Chavi land was long ago made part of the enormous Inca empire and instead of 
simple caves they now have great temples.
A man is standing in front of an altar in a temple room, praying. A young man comes rushing in, 
witha a look of fear on his face.
Young man (YM) – Uncle!
YM -Atlantis!
YM -Atlantis.
YM -Atlantis is gone! Swallowed by the sea!
Uncle (U) -Send for the king immediately! We have to open the vault of ages/time.



Page 5.
Text: Later.
The young man, his uncle and the king is inside a dark vault filled with artefacts like statues, pottery 
and clay tablets from the inca, maya, nazca, mosche and other south- and middle-american indian 
cultures.
YM -What are we looking for?
U -The chavin stones.
U -Here.
The uncle reads from a massive stone tablet/column.
U -By the quatl...
U -We need to call all the priests here. From the entire empire!

Page 6.
Text: 20 years later.
YM -Uncle, the ritual, it´s time.
U -I´m ready.
The ritual is performed.
Text: Magical knowledge gathered for centuries gives power to a suit that will be worn by the one 
that will stop the end of the world. It also gives life to two statues, one of silver and one of gold. 
The silver statue shall be his teacher and the gold statue shall be his protector. Finally a message is 
sent forward in time to awaken Earth´s champion.
The suit is put in a vault in Cuzco, waiting for the right time and person to claim it.
The teacher is sent out into the world to learn as much as possible about everything.
The protector is placed in Citlaltepec where his skills in battle are honed to perfection.

Page 7.
Text: A few centuries later, mostly because of the fall of Atlantis, magic in the world is at such a 
slow level that the statues becomes inert.
1497: When Spain plunders the empire they take the gold statue as spoil of war but the ship that´s 
supposed to carry it back to Spain, Santa Elena, is lost in a storm. The silver statue is hidden in 
Macchu Picchu which is then abandoned so that the Spanish won´t find it.
1577, Coburg, Germany. A young noblewoman inflicted by lycanthropy, the werewolf disease, takes 
refuge in a forest on her father´s land when she wants to be alone with her sorrow. This day she 
spots an unsal construct which she enters. Soon afterwards it disappears.



Page 8.
1753, deep in space.
This space ship is one of three generational ships sent from the planet Daol when they discovered 
that the huge quakes that had been plaguing the planet would tear it apart. Each ship set a course 
towards different planets suited for habitation. It´s been on it´s way for 133 years but the journey is 
coming to an end.
The ship is under attack from a number of smaller vessels. A man holds a baby in his arms and a 
woman stands at the ship´s controls.
Man -We need to escape now!
Woman -Get to the escape pods. I need to stay to fight!
Man -No! Come with us, the battle is lost, you mustn´t die!
Woman -Run. You know my duty as captain!

Page 9.
The man runs to an escape pod and a pice of the wall explodes. He manages to put the baby in the 
escape pod and launches it.
1821: Slow Hill, near Gloucester, England. A newborn baby is left at the steps of a couple's cottage 
by his parents before they fade out of this world.
The couple who have tried tio have children but failed happily accept the child. They soon discover 
how unusual he is, not just his appearance. He never becomes ill, he can see in the dark, he never 
needs to sleep. And he can fly.

Page 10.
1945, Ulm, Germany. When the nazi government falls a group of high ups in Hitler´s occult special 
forces Ahnenerbe forms a new organization. They call themselves Chain and disappears together 
with a large part of the nazi gold and the collection of occult artefacts, including the Chain of Katun 
which inspired their name.
1956. Captain Sun begins his career after finding the magic suit. Together with the Secret Brigade, a 
special force tha hunts down nazi criminals they fight members of Chain. In 1959 his existance 
becomes known after a very public fight in France.
1961. The world´s first super villain, norweigian White Ghost appears and Captain Sun defeats him 
after a bank robbery.
1968. Muscles is born. She is the first human since antiquity toe be born with super powers.
1974. Heroes Union, the first super hero organization is founded by Captain Sun, time traveller 
Blackflash, alien Trip'tal, the magically altered Grasshopper and teh genetically manipulated Spider. 
The first super villain organization, The Questionmark Group, is also founded this year.
1978. A girl is born to parents that's been subject to genetic alteration by Chain. She is trained by 
the organization to become an elite soldier.

Page 11.
Text: Sicily, Italy 1984.
A black mercedes stops in front of a house and a few mobsters gets out. They walk into a garden 
where a man and woman is hanging clothes. The mobsters shoot them down.
Later a young boy comes home and finds his parents dead. A man in a suit approaches him.
-I´m sorry kid. Life is bad sometimes. But I'll teach you how to deal with stuff like this. You'll live 
with me.
Brazil 1984. Several logging companies have their equipment destroyed by what they call a 
werewolf, soon to be super hero Wolfwoman.



Page 12.
Text: Sweden 1988. Prce K'riss follows in the footsteps of his grandfather and travels to planet 
Earth in order to study it´s culture and report back home.
Prague, Check Republic 1990. A series of kidnappings has led Heroes Union to an underground 
complex here where they´ve observed people in monk garbs praparing for some sort of ritual.
The group is up on a ledge looking down at a large raised platform with a magic circle around what 
seems to be a well carved out of stone. A group of monks walks in with people in chains led 
between them.
Blackflash (BF) -This looks bad.
Captain Sun (CS) -Human sacrifice.
Grasshopper (GH) -Just say the word.
Spider (S) -The word.
The group strikes. Spider and Grasshopper jumps down, Blackflash runs down and Captain Sun 
runs with his blinding light turned on.

Page 13.
They quicklu subdue the priests and free the prisoners.
BF -Over here, seems we´re too late for them.
CS -Who is that?
He points at a much longer and more muscular than average woman.
BF -Don't know. I´m not even sure she´s human.

Page 14.
Grasshopper and Spider cares for the people while Blackflash and Captain Sun looks at the magic 
circle and the well. Blackflash has a tricorderlike instrument in his hands.
CS -What is it?
BF -The circle creates a forcefield that covers the well. Blood has been used many times to fill the 
circle.
CS -What should we do?
BF -I have a hard time believing that anything that gets it´s power from human blood is a good 
thing.
CS -Then let´s destroy it.
Captain Sun and Blackflash blasts away the circle and the well starts to bubble and sends glowing 
white particles into the air like a fountain.
BF -Some sort of magic sorce, raw energy is pouring out. We have to alert the authorities.

Page 15.
Text: This is the eternal night, a place no human knows about, a place where nothing living as we 
define it can exist and no technology no matter how advanced can discover. It´s a twodimensional 
plane who´s ruler was imprisoned here early in our universe´s existance by might beings long since 
dead or gone.

Countless times it has tried to break free and after billions of years learned that force wasn´t the 
right way. Instead it began probing for cracks and weak minds in our world. Weak minds that could 
run his errands. For nearly 10000 years it´s servants on Earth has eliminated his enemies and tried 
to strangle the magic power that keeps the prison´s seals in place.
-Master. One of the magical wells is opened. Your human servants have failed.
The Eternal Night (TEN) -An insignificant loss. Prepare a watcher and send it through. I want to 
know how they were discovered.



Page 16.
That same year, City, Canada. Unhappy with how the law works a police offier starts a career as the 
vigilante Spike, the first ordinary human masked hero.
Macchu Picchu, Peru. This remote city on a mauntain plateau was rediscovered in the 19th century, 
long aftre it was abandoned by the incas.
A research team is conducting a dig, when one of them reacts to some shaking of the ground.
-What was that? A quake?
-Maybe.
One of the strikes something hard and bends down to sweep away the dirt. Silver is visible. A silver 
statue, man sized is dug out and they stand watching it. We see it from above.
-What is it? It´s not inca.
-I don´t know. The technique is inca, but the style is far older. Moche maybe?
The statue rises up and everyone jumps back in surprise and fear.

Page 17.
Silverarrow (SA) -This is the wrong year. I am too late.
He walks away while the researchers just stare, their jaws on the floor.
Text: At the same time, at the bottom of the Atlantic ocean.
E sixarmed shape is wandering along the bottom when it spots a magic atlantean portal which it 
enters.



Part 2: The Beginning of the Beginning of the End.

Page 18: Title page.

Text:
Then falls the mountains
Then shatters the stars
And then begins the book of the 13 gods
Then falls the Katuns eldest.
Then everything is consumed in the black fire
Then wins the great Itzam Cab'ain, the end of the world
It is a flood that is the end of the world of the Katun
Page 19.
Text: 1991, Sicily, Italy.
Detonator hears the mob boss speak of his parents murder, takes some weapons with him and runs 
away to the US by stowing away on a container ship.

Page 20.
Text: 1995, Mexico City, Mexico. Wolfwoman, Spike and Muscles founds, the second super hero 
team since Heroes Union.
Text: The same year, Brussels, Belgium. Two teen twins are home alone a rainy summer´s day and 
decide to inspect the attic which is filled with antiques from their family´s past going back hundreds 
of years. They find a magic book which they examine and the book gives them magic powers.
Text: The same year, San Diego, USA. A large science fair is held in San Diego Convention Center 
on the subject of climate.
A panel is about to start when a hail of bullets from behind a backdrop guns down the inaugural 
speaker. Hunter and a couple of Chain soldiers steps forward. 10 million dollars or they will kill 
everyone in the convention center.
SWAT is dispatched and Silverarrow in heavy disguise notice it and start toward the center.

Page 21.
The police have set up a small command center some way from the center.
Captain -We don't negotiate with terrorists. Is everyone in place?
Officer -Everyone's is in position and have a clear shot.
- OK, go!
The chain soldiers fall dead to the floor. Hunter is still standing despite getting shot in the head. He 
returns fire, killing all the snipers. Then he walks out and shoots at the officers surrounding the 
entrance. He holds up a detonator in one hand and waits for the captain to notice it. When they do, 
he pushes the button and the center is blown sky high. He disappears in the smoke.

Page 22.
Recenty arrived at the scene Silver arrow looks at the ruins and notice something. He throws away 
debris and find a young boy alive. He carries the boy to an ambulance.
Later at a hospital a social services lady talks adoption with the boy. When she's left Silver arrow  
arrives, explains who he is, what he's doing and asks what the boy wants. Silver arrow adopts him.



Page 23.
Text: India, 1998. Bollywood is the indian counterpart to Hollywood and is the biggest producer of 
movies in the world. One of their rising starts is young flash-eye.
The boy from the blast, now namned Mike and Silverarrow approaches Flash-eye, a young man 
who wears a signature head band.
SA -Can we talk somewhere private?
Silverarrow explains who they are and what their goal is.
Flash-eye (FE) -You know, movies are my life and I've always wanted to become a movie star but if 
the Earth needs me...then I can't refuse.

Page 24.
Text: The same year. Spider and Grasshopper, recently freed from their animal forms, becomes the 
Dreambusters, a duo focused on hunting down nightmares and dreams that have entered our world.
New York. A female reporter is talking from behind a car.
Reporter -The monsters came out from beneath the streets and rivers a few hours ago and started 
going berserk. Police, the military, Heroes Union, Strikers, Twenty Specials and Dreambusters have 
been fighting them since then. They'be beaten some of them but this is far from over. Many have 
been wounded or killed.
An enourmous troll breaks through from under the ground, sending heroes and lesser trolls falling 
and nearby buildings starts to collapse.
Reporter -Jesus! Shit!
Soon afterwards the whole scene is lit up by a huge bright light.

Page 25-26. Double spread. 
All of the Golden Gang emerges from their air craft.
Reporter -Lord I...I don't know who those people are.
Changeling ( C ) -Golden Gang, mam, we're here to stop the bad guys. 

Page 27.
The collected assembly of heroes deafeat the troll invasion.

Page 28.
BF -Captain. This is Golden Gang, my new group I told you about. This is our leader.
Captain Sun and Silverarrow shakes hands.
BF -We need to get back to our normal time now, but you can always reach me the usual way.
Golden Gang disappears in their ship.
Chicago, 2000. Icelight joins Strikers.

Letter from Earth here.

Page 29.
K'riss runs through a forest, followed by men wearing dark suits. He realizes that his followers are 
to close to risk leading them to his ship and fly away, so he turns to confront them. He gets help 
from Goldwing, who is camping nearby and from Silverarrow, Flash-eye and Changeling. After 
defeating the suits they're both recruited.



Page 30
Text: Exeroos, 2001. In the centre of the Alliance of the Naer Territories there's a planet that's one 
huge factory. Anything that people need or want and are ready to pay for can be found here.
We're looking at a scene in first person view from someone behind some kind of membrane or force 
field. (Effect to be added during coloring). We see two aliens in front of us.
Alien 1 -This is our new model, it's based on zezzcracklings made obedient through special probes. 
They can put out enough energy to power a small starship, understand all languages we know of 
and can be programmed for any purpose. Reactors, living weapons, lighting. The only limit's the 
imagination.
Alien 2 -I'll take a hundred. When can they be delivered?
Alien 1 -We can have them ready for your journey home.
Text: Sweden. Blackflash and General Black finds K'riss' ship which is on autopilot. They travel to 
his home planet and goes through voluntary gene therapy when their hosts discover latent 
supergenes. They get a ship each and K'riss' ship is returned to Earth.

Page 31.
Text: Texas. Silverarrow buys a large mansion to serve as base for the group.
They're doing repairs when they hear news about a huge monster walking through New York. They 
fly there using K'riss' ship.



Part3: The beginning of the beginning of the beginning.

Page 32: Title page.
Text:
Then comes the seven
Then comes the fire from the sea of stars
And then ends the book of the 13 gods.
Then come men of evil spirit.
Then they will lay down their lives.
Then falls the great Itzan Cab'ain, the end of the world
Katun's fold is torn apart.
It's the beginning of the new time, Katun's new world.

Page 33.
Text: New York 2001. In a small but cozy apartment in Manhattan, A young woman is putting on a 
home made superhero costume when the TV breaks the news of a monster in New York.
Lady Luck (LL) -I guess I should rethink the name Lady Luck, cause it can't be anything other than 
bad luck if something like that comes on the day I make my grand debut.
LL -Whatever, what's a ball at the castle? Spike's probably had her doubts too and they say she 
doesn't even have any powers.
She looks out a window before jumpng out of it.

Page 34:
She fights the monster but realize it's futile. Instead she starts helping people caught in it's way or 
wake. She wonders where the reinforcements are (military, police, other superheroes). She hears it 
mumbling about the thing it observes as it makes it way across Manhattan crushing cars and 
occasionally destroying buildings.

Page 35.
Golden Gang arrives in Silverball's ship and we see all of them using their powers for the first time 
together. Flash-eye's magical bolts, Changelings transformation ability, Silverball's ball shape and 
Goldwings flying. Silverarrow stays with the ship.

Page 36. The battle uses pages 37-38 for the main action.
Detonator is observing the scene and figures he has to try and help them, but doesn't want his 
identity to be known if media should arrive. He runs into a bike store and puts on a helmet and 
scarf, then into a gun store and grabs some weapons.
Together they beat it. Detonator and Flash-eye tears holes in it, Silverball rams it at high speed, 
Goldwing and Lady Luck distracts it and helpes save innocent people. Lady Luck guesses correctly 
where it is vulnerable. At the end as they've driven it back near the harbor/river, and as it threatens 
to crush one or several of them, Golden Guardian emerges from the water and smashes her four 
extra arms through him, finally dissolving him- She looks fully human, when she's retracted her 
arms fully, otherwise she has her statue form.

Page 39.
Detonator discreetly walks away and hides as soon as the battle is over. The gang asks Lady Luck to 
join them and she accepts.

Page 40-41.
Back at the mansion Silverarrow explains who Golden Guardian is, the full story and the full goal. 
To gather all the planet's superpersons, to train. Someone mentions protective gear and they spend 
some time designing their first costumes.



Page 42-43.
They pose in front of the camera.
FE -You know what this group needs? More girls!

FIN.



#4: The Clanking of a Chain. 

Page 1 Title Page.
The text now features an explanation of who the Golden Gang are.
The Golden Gang is a small group of superheroes who's goal is to stop the end of the world in 2012. 
Silverarrow is one of the leaders, a magical walking silver statue repository of knowledge. Golden 
Guardian, the other leader is a magical golden statue with technological enhancements who 
specialises in combat. Lady Luck seems to be extraordinarily lucky. Flash-eye can shoot magical 
beams. Silverball is an alien who can transform into a glimmering sphere that allows him to fly and 
absorb more damage than usual. Changeling can transform his body into almost any shape and 
material. Silverball is an elf left behind by the fey.

Page 2-3. Splash.
The group is repairing their mansion. Flash-eye and Changeling is the closest to us. Silverarrow 
should be visible behind them. Silverarrow and Golden Guardian is not visible to us.
Text: Outside Wichita Falls, Texas, USA. On the roof of their mansion Golen Gang is doing some 
much needed home improvement.
FE -Silverarrow couldn't have bought a mansion that was somewhat intact?
C -Well. Beats the loft we used to have.
FE -I guess.

Page 4.
Goldwing gets a phone call froma  friend.
Goldwing (GW) -Hi, how's life in France treating you? All bad I guess? Mmm, mmm, yeah, yeah, 
what?
Hangs up.
GW -Mike? That conference center where Silverarrow found you, wasn't it Chain that blew it up?
C -Yeah. Why?
GW -I've got a freind who's in France, working on electric installations for hotels, stadiums and 
stuff like that. He overheard some people talking about a Chain attack in Alencon on friday. 
Something about some nazi artifact.
C -Shit, we gotta tell Silverarrow.

Page 5.
The group has gathered.
SA -Alencon is mostly known for it's plastics industry, but my research can't find anything 
especially valuable or critical in it or in it's vicinity. It has about 30000 inhabitants. If Chain is 
mounting an attack it has to be for some specific reason. We'll just have to go there and try to watch 
for it, do some recon.
GW -The city has seen some interesting history. It was the first city to be liberated from the german 
occupation of WWII for example.
LL -How come you know so much about history?
GW -I don't, but I was there.
FE -Yeah, right.
SA -Pack your gear and suits. We've ordered tickets but we need to get you passports.
GW -I was thinking about flying there on my own. I assume you land in Paris? K'riss?
Silverball (SB) -I'd love to fly on my own too.
Flash-eye thinks it's excellent since it means he can put the moves on Lady Luck alone.



Page 6.
Later, out over the Atlantic ocean. Goldwing and Silverball is flying, relaxed, about 100 meters 
(300feet) above the water.
GW -What do you think about humans?
SB -That's a tough question... One thing, I think it's strange that they are so nice to you when you've 
gotten to know you but can be so unpleasant otherwise. They really seem to have  a problem putting 
themselves in other's situations.
GW -What is your people like?
SB -There's so many things that are different. We're a much more united culture, we don't have 
countries like here, we have only one language, and greater tolerance. But having l´fewer 
differences is both good and bad.
How bout you? Your people?
GW -I really don't know. Everything I read about elves if that's what I am seems like it's just fiction, 
make believe fairy tales. And I can't find many similar traits in the varios sources.
SB -Fairy tales...that's one of the things we don't have.
GW -What do you tell your children when you are putting them to bed?
SB -Real, historical stuff. Fictional stories we've very few of, and it's a recent development.

Page 7.
On the plane.Flash-eye, Lady Luck and Golden Guardian all have adjacent center seats. Golden 
Guardian is in her human form. Lady Luck is reading a book.
FE -What're you reading?
LL -Ulysses by James Joyce.
FE -Any good?
LL -It's hard to read, it's a famous stream of conscience piece. I think I've started and stopped about 
10 times now?
FE -Why continue?
LL -I want to read all the great pieces of literature.
FE -Which ones do you consider to be great?
LL -The Bible, The divine Comedy, Mahabarata, the Odyssée, war and peace...
FE -My first show I worked on was Mahabarata, a tv series based on it. That's when I felt I had a 
real shot at becomin an actor.
Steward -Drinks?

Page 8.
A few hours later. Golden Guardian, Silverarrow, Flash-eye and Lady Luch is travelling in a rental 
family van through Paris when they spot two familiar hitch hikers holding up a cardboard sign that 
says Hong Kong.
FE -Jump in ladies, we'll get you a bit on your way.
GW -Funny.
FE -Yeah, you too.
SA -I've booked us into different hotels and hostels. We have to be watchful and do some 
reconnoisance. If you see something, call in to our cell computer and everyone will be patched in, 
like a conference call.



Page 9.
People unpack and dress themselves in civilian clothing on top of their suits.
Page 10. At night, everyone is out walking, looking for signs of the Chain attack.
GG -Seems like not... 
SB -much of anything happens here...
C -Maybe we're in the wrong place... 
GW -all together... 
FE -or?
LL -Strike! She spots armed men in a closed old medieval building.
She calls the others that all says they're coming.

Page 11.
They gather in a nearby park.
GG -Are you sure they're here?
GW -I am sure, I can see in the dark.
GG -OK. I'll stand guard outside, but if you need me, call.

Page 12.
They sneak inside and see Hunter and three others, two chain soldiers and another special agent. 
They are spotted and the bad guys open fire. Flash-eye is hit in the leg and Lady Luck pulls him 
away.

Page 13.
SB -Shit! They got guns!
C -That won't stop me.
Changeling turns into metal and charges at the soldiers.

Page 14-16.
Battle. The soldiers and the special agent are defeated.

Page 17.
Hunter runs away with Goldwing and Changeling pursuing.
Hunter jumps over the top floor crenelation.
Changeling looks down.
C -Where did he go?
GW -I don't see him.
Masterkill is behind a tree near the building wondering who they are.

Page 18.
They are all on a plane looking at a french newspaper. Goldwing is reading aloud.
GW -Three neo nazi terrorist were turned in to local police but a fourth described as the same 
person who destroyed the San Diego Conference Center in 1995 got away.
The police had help with the arrest by a group they dodn't want to divulge the identity of, but they 
said they considered them friends of the french and of Alencon. The suspects belong to the terror 
organization Chain which is one of the most anonymous of terror organizations who have no stated 
goals or demands. The organization is believed to be behind 14 large bank robberies in between 
1995 and 2000  with the collected sum is 22 million euro.
FE -Euro?
GW -It's about the same as the dollar.
GW -Interrogations are preceding but so far police were unwilling to say if they learnt anything.



Page 19.
Changeling, Silverball and Lady Luck are sitting on the back porch of their mansion in sun chairs.
C -French food isn't bad, but it's nice to be home.
SB -Why, didn't you like the frog burgers and baguettes?
LL -Well since Flash-eye is in charge of the food today I'm guesing we'll have Indian, like tandoori 
chicken or something.
FE (His leg in a cast) -Pizza's here!
Something like a comet hits the forest nearby.
FE -Typical.
The gang takes off except for Flash-eye.



#5: Destroyer. 

Page 1. Title page.
Text: The Golden Gang is a small group of superheroes who's goal is to stop the end of the world in 
2012. Silverarrow is one of the leaders, a magical walking silver statue repository of knowledge. 
Golden Guardian, the other leader is a magical golden statue with technological enhancements who 
specialises in combat. Lady Luck seems to be extraordinarily lucky. Flash-eye can shoot magical 
beams. Silverball is an alien who can transform into a glimmering sphere that allows him to fly and 
absorb more damage than usual. Changeling can transform his body into almost any shape and 
material. Silverball is an elf left behind by the fey.

Sid 2. Splash.
The gang (Golden Guardian, Silverball, Goldwing, Changeling, and Lady Luck) is running through 
a forest, wearing civilian clothing from the end of the previous issue, towards where something has 
hit the ground at high speed and now sends out billowing smoke.

Page 3.
The intense heat is forcing everyone but Changling who has turned/turns into diamond. He takes a 
few steps forward when a shape approaches, like globe of sparkling electricity.

Page 4.
At first it has the shape of a globe bot slowly it's shape is changing, becoming more humanoid.
C -Hi, we are...
A telepathic voice cuts through their heads showing a series of nightmarish images about strange 
creatures that's hunting the being before them.

Page 5.
Norad. At the global satellite surveillance station.
Officer -Sir! We got four bogies on radar, approaching the site of the earlier one. Blacksat 1 has 
images.
Captain -On the big screen.
Two spacecraft are visible against the black of space.
Captain -Get me the minister of defence, now!

Page 6
In the woods.
GW -More are coming.
Beams of force shoot out of the four space ships, blasting trees and the ground.
GG -Get to the cellar. Goldwing, can you get me up into the air to them?
Goldwing and Golden Guardian takes to the air where Goldwing drops Golden Guardian on top of 
one of the ships which he starts to trash, forcing it to land.
Silverarrow dodges the beams.
Page 7.
Norad.
Captain -Send a hunter squadron and helis, we need eyes on site, now! Where are our satellites?
Officer -None are in perfect position but here's from Blacksat 13.
Officer -That's some form of energy weapons.
On the screen the forest, the mansion and the fields of wheat and grass is visible from a low angle.
Captain -Where is that, who owns that land?
Officer -It's registered to one Michael Stranger.



Page 8.
Lady Luck, Changeling, the being and Silverball has reached the mansion when the rest of the ships 
land.
FE -What's happening?
C -Some sort of ships shooting at this thing here. Guardian told us to take shelter in the cellar.
They go down into the cellar and take up defensive positions.
We spot the aliens for the first time as they exit the ships.

Page 9-11. 
Battle between the aliens and Golden Gang with the gang victorious. The aliens use unarmed close 
combat only.

Page 12.
FE -Um, what do we do with all of them?
They melt into pools of goo.
FE -Ok, that solves that problem. We'll just clean them up with mops.
SA -Gather them in some sort of container. I want to construct a laboratory to study them. We 
should try to salvage the ships too.
GG -I don't think there's time. I saw helicopters approaching earlier.

Page 13.
SA -I want to hear your side of the story, and where you are from. First we need food.
FE -Hooray! I'll set things up!
Later.
LL -I think my hunger has died of hunger.
C -Yeah, gotta love reheated pizza.

Page 14. Splash.
As they enter the dining area they see a girl with s sword to Flash-eye's neck, saying something in 
german.



#6: Back in Time.

Page 1. Title page.
Text: The Golden Gang is a small group of superheroes who's goal is to stop the end of the world in 
2012. Silverarrow is one of the leaders, a magical walking silver statue repository of knowledge. 
Golden Guardian, the other leader is a magical golden statue with technological enhancements who 
specialises in combat. Lady Luck seems to be extraordinarily lucky. Flash-eye can shoot magical 
beams. Silverball is an alien who can transform into a glimmering sphere that allows him to fly and 
absorb more damage than usual. Changeling can transform his body into almost any shape and 
material. Silverball is an elf left behind by the fey. At the moment they also have the company of an 
alien being made out of energy. Golden Gang has seen some unusual things in their days and this 
day promises more of that.

Page 2. Splash.
Flash-eye shoots the young girl with a magical bolth through the back of his head.

Page 3.
C -Cool. I didn't know you could shoot from anything other than your eye.
FE -I can shoot out of any part of my body. Can we tie her up and eat now?
SA -Tying her up is not necessary, but remove her weapon.
C -Anyone understand what she was saying?
GW -It was german, but very old. I didn't understand it completely but it sounded like one more 
step and I cut his head off.
SA -Correct.
C -Nice girl.

Page 4-5. Double spread over the crash sites of the first two alien ships. We're looking down at it 
from inside a military helicopter. You can include the other ships too if you like.
Pilot -Captain, we've localized the vessels. Two looks like they've crashed and two look intact. No 
signs of anyone or anything in the area, sir.

Page 6.
From inside another heli, a military captain and a doctor and a spec ops soldier sits in the back.
Captain Greenwood (CG)-Hold your positions, a quarantine team is on route. I'm on my way myself 
to check it out. Make sure no unauthorized personell gets near.
Dr Niles (DrN) -What did the monister of defence have to say?
CG -We don't say anything until we know if anyone else knows.
The dr looks out of the window, smiling

Page 7.
The young lady awakens, all of the gang around her.
SA (In german)-Young lady, who are you, and where are you from, and what are you doing here?
She transforms into a werewolf and jumps over the gang and escapes.
FE -Of course!. Well, I can't go after wolfgirls with my leg, but if she comes back I'll shoot her 
again. I'll keep an eye on energy guy here too.
C -Just don't eat all the pizza.

Page 8.
They hunt after the werewolf girl.



Page 9.
The captain's chopper has landed. It's raining. Military personell in hazmat suits are investigating 
the area. A perimeter has  been established using Hazardous material taping.
CG -What's the situation?
Hazmat officer -The fires are under control, the weather's helping. Two of the ships are completely 
intact, one is badly damaged and one is totalled. We haven't seen any crew on any of the ships. No 
known toxins, no dangerous levels of radiation but we have no idea if there are harmful bacteria so 
a hazmat suit is a must inside the perimeter.
CG -I'll leave this to you doctor, I'm gonna go talk to the land owner and see what they've seen. 
When's the rest of your team get here?
DrN -They should be assembled at base X before 22:00.
CG -Excellent.

Page 10.
The hunt continues.

Page 11.
The hunt is still on when the captain knocks on the door.
SA -Mike, you open.
Changeling opens the door.
CG -Good afternoon, I'm looking for a Michael Stranger.
C -That's me.
CG -I'm Captain Greenwood. I guess you've noticed what's happened in the woods nort of here.
C -Yeah, I heard to explosions and saw two ships of some sort.
CG -We have to cordon of the area and clear some of the forest to safely land transport helicopters. 
Those were experimental craft containing some dangerous chemicals. No unauthorized persons may 
go near until we've cleaned up the area. I hope it won't be a problem.
C -How long's it gonna take?
CG -Hopefully about a week.
C -Oh, no worries then, just tell me when you're done.
CG -Thank you for your cooperation.

Page 12. (Might require two pages).
The hunt ends. Changeling blocks one of the exits of a room the werewolf has fled into, and others 
other exits.
SA (In german)-Take it easy, we mean you no harm, just the answer to a few questions. We'll let you 
go as soon as we know some more.
She looks around, sinks to the floor and becomes human again.
Later in the living room. The pizza's have been thrown away, people are snacking and drinking 
various things. (Sandwiches, fruit, crisps.)
She tells her story.
-My name's Rowena. I was bitten by a werewolf a year ago and got lycantrophy. I was out riding 
when I found a big silver ball with a door in it. When I got in it closed, and when I got out I was 
here. I wen't inside, at first I thought you had kidnapped me with that thing.
SA -May I ask, what year you think it is?
Rowena ( R ) -1577 AD.
SA -I thought so. The machine, the silver ball, travels through both space and time. Can you show 
us were it is?



Page 13.
They go outside to check the machine out but it's gone. It has left tracks though so they know the 
story is true.
Rowena ( R ) -How am I gonna get back?
LL -If we can't figure it out I don't think anyone can.
SA -You are welcome to stay with us in the mean time if you like.
R -Thank you.
SA -I know everyone here really weants rereheated pizza, but what about going into Wichita Falls 
to eat instead?

Page 14.
Tex-Mex restaurant in Wichita Falls, everyones sharing a table with the meals just being/have been 
delivered.
C -It was worth getting half starved for this.
LL -What do you think's next after huge one dimensional monsters, neonazis, aliens and 
werewolves?
FE -I just hope for enough time for my leg to heal, but I hope it won't heal too fast som the 
mansions finished before I need to work again.
GG -To quiet moments.


